
TAILOR MADE

               WEDDINGS



‘I do’
Celebrate the happiest day 
of your life at the ultimate 
destination of life and style.
 
From intimate ceremonies to 
lavish celebrations for hundreds, 
we are renowned for hosting a 
spectacular wedding, time and 
time again.
 
Whether it’s organizing the event 
itself, advice about wedding 
suppliers or organizing the 
bridal party’s hair and make-up, 
our team of event specialists are 
on hand to guide and support 
you though every step of your 
wedding journey.



#lifeandstyle

AL MASA BALLROOM
Our private ballroom is located at the bottom of a grand marble 
staircase which in itself makes for a fantastic wedding photo. It can 
accommodate up to 500 guests in banquet style or can be split into 
smaller sections to serve up to 200 guests. Crystal chandeliers line 
the ceilings whilst the soft, neutral décor is a canvas for you to create 
your personalized dream wedding set up.

THE ROYAL SUITE
Palatial, private and perfect for a smaller ceremony - the Royal Suite 
is a dynamic space on the penthouse level of the hotel. It offers both 
indoor and outdoor spaces that are perfect for a party of up to 40. 
Imagine saying your nuptials in the Royal Majlis overlooking the 
dazzling Dubai skyline followed by a cocktail party under the stars 
on the terrace.  

THE TERRACE
If an outdoor urban theme is what you are looking for, 
look no further than the terrace. Located on the 4th 
floor and adjacent to the swimming pool, The Terrace 
can be transformed into a beautiful space with eclectic 
lighting and a ceiling of stars.

DELPHINE RESTAURANT AND BAR
California meets Arabia in this chic restaurant and 
adjacent bar. Those looking for an engagement 
dinner, wedding breakfast or a modern post-wedding 
celebration will enjoy the open spaces, thoughtful 
décor and flexible set-up.

BESPOKE WEDDING PACKAGES
PRIVATE EVENT SPACE | DEDICATED BANQUETING 

STAFF | LEGAL APPROVALS FOR EXCHANGE OF 
VOWS | TABLE LINENS | BESPOKE CATERING WITH 

CUSTOMIZED MENUS | FOOD TASTING DRINKS 
PACKAGES | THREE TIER CAKE | A BRIDAL DRESSING 
ROOM | EXCLUSIVE ROOM RATES FOR GUESTS | AN 

OVERNIGHT STAY FOR THE WEDDING COUPLE 

WEDDING PLANNING
PHOTOGRAPHY AND FILMING SERVICES | PRE-

CEREMONY BEAUTY SERVICES | LUXURY CAR HIRE | 
VENUE DÉCOR | ENTERTAINMENT
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